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ABSTRACT

2. MULTIBUS PROCESSOR BOARD

There is growing need recently for high-speed digital
image processing in various fields. High-speed and
flexible 32-Bit Image Processor Boards have been newly
developed for such need.
These are compatible with Multibus (IEEE-796)
o r VME bus (IEEE-1014) and mount a large memory
and image processor VLSI T9506. These processor
boards are capable of carrying o u t 1,024-point complex
F F T in 2.0 msec and provide many functions for image
and/or signal processing. This paper will describe overview of these boards and some application as well as
associated softwares.

Multibus processor board is a imagelsignal processor board mounting high-speed image processor VLSI
T9506, Multibus (IEEE-796) interface and high-speed
data bus for operating a large amount of data. Fig. 1
indicates block diagram of the Multibus processor board.
The Multibus processor board consists of T9506
as a core, data memory, control bus interface, highspeed data bus interface and peripheral circuit around
T9506.
The image and signal are processed between the
T9506 and the data memory ( 5 1 2 ~ 5 1 2 x 8bitsx3 channels) with 10 MHz clocks. The structure of data memory
is changable t o 2 5 6 x 2 5 6 ~ 3 2bit for 32 bit processing.
Fig. 2 indicates external view of Multibus processor board. Table 1 shows the typical board specifications and the processing speed for major functions.
The feature of Multibus processor board is characterized as follows:

1 . INTRODUCTION
The demand for high speed and compact image processor system has been increased in remote sensing, medical
imaging, printing and publishing and machine vision.
At the same time, high-performance VLSIs are drawing
attention as devices for dedicated application in the
image and digital data processing fields.
As one of such devices, the T9506 is characterized as
high-speed and high-precision performance and provides
unique capability of multi-functions for processing
imagery and signals in various ways by simply re-writing
stored program.
Full advantage can be taken of such characteristics
in the application of the T9506 not only t o image processing but also t o analyzing vibration, shock and accoustic
phenomenon.
The T9506 was mounted o n the processor board
compatible with Multibus (IEEE-796 bus). The processor
board was then incorporated into a compact, high-speed,
high-performance image processor unit. DSPT 9506, with
low cost.
In addition, we have developed new processor board
compatible with VME bus (IEEE-1014) by using gatearray of peripheral circuit on compact circuit board.
The hardware and software of these Multibus and VME
bus compatible processor boards, some example of
system configuration and its applications are described in
this paer.

(1) High-speed image and signal processing are possible
by using T9506 and high-speed SRAM (10 MHz
clock) o n this processor board.
(2) By re-writing the program stored in the T9506,
various kinds of imagery and signal processings
are achievable.

(3) Software-overhead of host CPU are decreased by
auto-loader which consists of IC memory (that
can hold many micro-programs) and associated
circuitry (that can transfer the micro-programs
t o T9506) o n the processor board.
(4) With a high-speed data bus interface (8 bits x 3
channels), the board permits the data transfer at
a maximum rate of 10 MBPS so that highperformance measurement system could be configured.

(5) Direct interface with user system having the multibus
is capable because the control bus interface
is connectable to the multibus.
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3. VME PROCESSOR BOARD
The application of gate-array has led t o reduction
in the size of the VME processor board and t o
increasing the board performance.
VME bus is suitable for image processing which uses a
large amount of data because it has 4 GByte memory area
and 3 2 bit data length.
The VME processor board is characterized as follows in
addition t o the same characteristics as those of Multibus
processor board:
( I ) Data memory is 5 12 x 5 12 x 3 2 bits x 3 channels,
changable t o 1,024 x 1,024 x 8 bits x 3 channels.
(2) Direct memory access t o data memory from host
CPU o r VME bus is possible because each data
memory is assigned o n t h e VME bus area.
(3) Many micro-programs up t o 8 0 can be kept o n
the RAM (auto-loader) because its capability is
four-times larger (32 KWord) than the RAM o n
Multibus processor boards (8 KWord).
(4) High-speed data bus can transfer data at 4 0 MBPS
and has 3 2 bit data length.
Fig. 3 indicates block diagram of the VME processor boards. Fig. 4 shows external view of the board
and Fig. 5 shows also external view of the newly developed gate-array.
The size of the VME processor board is double-height
(single board set contains linked two boards) by using
memory-module and two types of t h e gate-arrays.
Each gate-array consists of 3,000 GATE o r 2,000
GATE respectively and contains data control circuit,
autoloader control circuit and high-speed data bus
circuit. Each gate-array is packed in 160 PIN flat-package
o r 120 PIN flat-package.
Table 2 shows a major specification of the VME
processor board.

(2) EWS image processor system,
Fig. 7 shows an example of EWS image processor
system which consists of the VME processor board
and the frame memory board.
Toshiba's EWS AS3000 is used for this system as
host computer.
This processor board can be inserted into expantion slots of the AS3000 via tripple-height converter
board because AS3000 has the VME bus as control
bus.
Newly developed frame memory is used for storing
data. The memory has 8 MBytes capacity and an
interface between high-speed data bus and VME bus.
Table 3 indicates the system performance.
5. SOFTWARE
Software for the PC based Image Processor system
is constracted by micro-codes, driver, subroutine-library
and command-library.
The micro-code is transferred t o the program memory
in the T9506 for a certain operation.
The driver controls each function within the board and
is described in assembler language.
The subroutine library and the command library
are adequate combinations of the micro-codes and
the drivers for image or signal processing. These libraries
are described in FORTRAN and C language.
The MS-DOS is selected as the Operating System.
On the other hand, the software for the EWS image
processor system consists of image processing library,
DSP control program (DCP) and DSP driver. These
softwares were developed o n the AS3000. Operating
System is UNIX.
The image processing library o r DCP is usable by C
language o r FORTRAN and easy t o be emulated, t o other
UNIX machine since they are described by C language.
Table 4 shows the usable micro-programs o n these
software. Every basic image o r signal processing is
possible by combination of the software element and
therefore it is easy t o design various application programs.

4. EXAMPLE O F SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
6. APPLICATION O F DSPT9506
(1) PC based image processor system
We have developed a compact and high-performance PC based image processor system which consists
of a commercially available personal computer and a
processor unit which includes the Multibus processor
board with frame memory board, camera interface
board, monitor interface board and A/D converter
board as options.
Either Toshiba PASOPIA-1600 o r 5-3 100 (T-3100
in US market) o r IBM PC/AT is connectable, as host
CPU, t o this processor unit.
Many applications are possible t o Remote
Sensing, Medical Imaging, Printing & Publishing
and Machine Vision with this processor system.
Fig. 6 shows external view of the PC based image
processor system.

The system which utilizes the Multibus processor
board o r the VME processor board is applicable t o many
kinds of field because they have high-speed performance
and multi-functions.
Table 5 shows the application of the DSPT9506.

7. CONCLUSION
We have developed DSPT9506- "the Multibus processor board" and "the VME processor board" as well as
software and confirmed the performance as the personal
computer based image processor system and the EWS
AS3000 system.
Intended high level of performance was verified with
there systems in low cost.
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Further application of the boards for extensive-multiprocessor system is under way.
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